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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Horse Lords is the ninth expansion for the best-selling strategy RPG Crusader Kings II, and offers
expanded gameplay based around the dynamic and vibrant nomadic cultures of the Eurasian steppes.

Introducing new systems and game mechanics such as a new government form as well as the possibility of having tributary
states, this expansion will also provide you with the opportunity to saddle up and build your empire from horseback.

Expanding and controlling trade on the ancient Silk Road in order to finance your conquests is an option - but beware - others
will also try to gain control of these lucrative routes, and enemy raiders may try to destroy your trade posts if you don’t guard

them well.

Can you build a Pax Mongolica and dominate Eurasia, connecting East and West under your rule and creating a new era of
prosperity? Or will you be the terrible sword that swats down what others have built, crushing all in your path?

The time has come to take the reins of history and become the Great Khan!

Main features:

New Central Asian cultures: Tarim Basin and large parts of Mongolia added to map.
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Nomadic government available for steppe cultures. These function in a radically different way from sedentary societies -
you manage populations instead of holdings, and armies are raised based on population size. Also, the ruler’s power must
be balanced against the interests of the various Clans within the realm (Clans are not normal vassals, but rather distinct
families and factions within the nomad group).

Over a hundred new events add extra color and flair to the Steppes and Central Asia.

Non-nomadic rulers will have special options for combating nomads, such as constructing forts in wild enemy lands.

The Silk Road, with corresponding dynamic trade mechanics and conflicts.

New nomad mercenaries. Send your unruly sons or brothers away as soldiers of fortune.

Landless raiding adventurers may appear and harass a region for a time or try to conquer land and settle.

New diplomacy option: Tributary States.
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Game to play while waiting for Budget Cuts...definitely worth playing at this price tag..
Really fun playing hide and seek...I hid in the chest and saw the robot walk by..
Hard to accurately time the grip button release to throw weapon...trigger would be better...
If you have a VR headset..its worth a try... I played a few levels, went to look for options to turn the sound off, and clicked the
only thing I saw. This took me back to the main menu, where the only option was to start the game over again. So there are
apparently no options, no saving, and, from what I could see, no real point to the game, other than getting through the level. You
could be hit twice and still make it through the one screen level, in which case your health would be replenished for the next one
screen level. I suppose it controls ok, but that's about the nicest thing I can say about the game. You'll likely be bored with it
even before all the cards drop, and that only takes about an hour and a half. There's just really nothing redeeming about the
game.. its like ikaruga but with lolis
10/10. Short and surprisingly thought provoking.. I'll admit, I bought this purely to support this amazing game. It really is my
favourite game since Castle of the Winds and the continued free updates which the dev releases makes buying DLC a good idea.
I do wish we would get a paid expansion pack or similar, but either way.

This pack does exactly what it says on the tin- it comes with a bunch of mutators which make your game harder. Unlike a lot of
games which use this style of system, Pay2Lose does not seem as if it is able to be "gamed" to make the game easy. What you
get from this purchase is an insane level of customisation options all aimed squarely towards advancing your untimely death..
Wow. Just straight up terrible.
Literally the worst game I have played in a long time.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/sVamZCq2VY8. My secret VR addiction. I always begin and end a VR session with a few rounds of Glider
Island. The dev has done sterling work creating a vertigo-inducing thrill ride that keeps the adrenaline pumping, but then it all
becomes serene once you get into the flow of flight and all feelings of vertigo disappear as you soar over some very pretty
landscapes. The monthly competition is great fun too and keeps me interested in the progress on the game.. Hate FAKE NEWS?
Become an editor and make sure your newspaper doesn't spout yellow joirnalism or make the current government look bad by
twisting their words. Expose government hating rebels and keep your news respectable. After all journalism affects the people's
views of the government so choose wisely. Make Westport Great Again!
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Play with a joystick.. It has improved since the beginning where everything crushed and lagged, but there is still plenty of
probelms that ends the game sometimes. The game itself has nothing new on its old version, so I was quite disappointed . This is
starting to look like one of these short-lived money-grabing fake revival of classic game = =
Also, FM Draft Rolling Tournement is not working, and I was so excited to get a ticket of it :-(
There was an internal problem handling your request. The issue was logged to our servers under key '837c5118-b2d4-40dd-8bce-
ea428391ea0b' This is all the information I got. Can't find support either, unless it is hidden somwhere inside this maze of
complicated interfaces.. I really don't understand how this has positive reviews, thank god it was cheap since the whole game
feels exactly that.
Scaling is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed UP. First scene in the boat, there's a guy in the ocean who is about 5x bigger than you
who is supposed to be a crewmate to rescue. Gunplay is a standard point and click affair where enemies beeline towards you,
ship combat seems shallow and it just made me start shooting their crew anyway after I hit them twice with my cannons?

The screenshots paint a picture in your mind of some amazing action packed adventure, but what you get feels like some assets
slapped together quickly to make a VR game.

And this is it in a "finished" state? Just don't buy it. Or at least, buy it when it's on sale if you really love to try out every
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game out there like myself.. Great with kids. Btw. we're still waiting for "Euler's
Revenge" DLC.. ls: command not found
literally unplayable. Alright... I was waiting quite a while before writing review for this one. It will be rather short, as I'm
honestly still disturbed by this game. I like to play full version of games, instead of censored ones, so whenever there is visual
novel with cut-out 18+ content, I try to restore it. Usually it's a good decision. It certainly wasn't in this case, although I wonder
if "censored" version is really that much different in terms on panty-shots, innuendos, the way characters speak to you and treat
you. If not, it's not really helping this game. "Littlewith Romanesque" manages to make sex scenes with older looking characters
awkward and almost uncomfortable. And there are plenty "not-old-looking" characters too, like cat lady, your two young
students or angel. I could go with "just an art style", if there weren't any normal looking women AND if the young-looking
characters wouldn't act in a childish manner. They do. Add to that, that it's get pretty clear, at some point, that you will end up
with one (or maybe even two) of yours students in sexual situation and it gets even more gross, since I had really hard time
perceiving them as anything more than children and I wanted to see their bond with main character as father-daughters and not
something so disturbing. I think pretty much every female character presented in the game, wants to sleep with protagonist at
some point, which is ridiculous on its own.

So that was part about disturbing stuff. How is actual gameplay and is it worth your time? I'll be honest with you - as someone
who loves titles like "Long Live The Queen", I was very interested in concept of "raising" witches, teaching them skills and
spells, observing how this affect the plot and so on. And it's fun. For like 5 hours max. After that you have enough of rolling the
dices and teaching them new abilities, especially after you discover, that almost every set of quests, ultimately leads to, wait for
it, sex scene! Seriously, at some point it become quite obvious, that raising students isn't my main goal in this game.

Disappointing and disturbing.. 1 BUG but still worth

The game itself is addictive and a lot more fun than I anticipated. HOWEVER... you must unlock MISSLE TURRETS in the
research tree in order to progress in the game. It is possible to avoid this and waste your research points before you unlock it and
be completely screwed. This is a serious bug in an otherwise delightful game.. This is the only tennis game since Top Spin 4
back in 2011, that puts an emphasis on simulation, rather than arcade action. It's far from perfect, but you have to cut the
developers some well-earned slack, man. Tennis games are a risky business, the licenses are expensive and the sales figures are
questionable. I, for one, am grateful that there finally is another tennis game with good controls, an ok gameplay and an in-depth
character creator with career mode. Yeah, the graphics are a little bland and basically the same as TS4, but immersive enough to
let you dive into the experience.

Pros:
+ Decent controls
+ Detailed character editor
+ Australian Open fully licensed
+ Licensed players such as: Nadal, Isner, Goffin (ATP) or Kerber, Radwanska, Stosur (WTA)
+ Multiplayer
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Cons:
- Aged graphics
- Sometimes not-so-good character animations
- Bland training mini-games (Career)

Indecisive:
o Missing licenses for French Open, Wimbledon and US Open (like I said before, licenses are expensive - I really can't consider
that as a con)

If you like tennis games, give this game a try. You might want to wait until it's on Sale, but don't pirate it. The developers
deserve fair recognition for this game!. Fun game recommend. Review Mini Battlegrounds

Mini Battlegrounds ist im grunde gesagt PUBG in der Vogelperspektive und in einem Cartoon Stil gemacht.
Das Spiel macht viel Spa\u00df, jedoch braucht das Spiel mehr Spieler damit das Spiel nicht so lange zum Lobby suchen
braucht.

Ich kann dieses Spiel einfach nur empfehlen !!!
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